[Distribution and characteristics of arterial hypertension in a sample of the population of Ferrara].
The present investigation, regarding a population of 6,600 persons living in the health-district of U.S.L. 31 (Ferrara), shows an incidence of hypertension (6.8%) a little lower than in larger epidemiologic studies. "Mild Hypertension" is the most important kind of hypertension (45.9%), on the basis of either anamnestic or current data. The systolic hypertension is prevailing in the classes of older ages, allowing to underline physiopathology of elderly (passive arteriosclerotic mechanism), in comparison with juvenile kind (cardiovascular hyperkinetic mechanism). In 40.9% the therapeutic results are satisfactory with normalization of blood pressure, whereas in 27.1%, are only passable. In a few cases (5.6%) severe hypertension persists.